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Government Decree No 1357 on certification of the origin of electricity 

Helsinki, 30 December 2003 

In accordance with a Decision by the Government, acting on a proposal from the 
Trade and Industry Ministry, the following provisions are adopted on the basis of Act 
No 1129/2003 of 19 December 2003 on certification and notification of the origin of 
electricity. 

Section 1 

Scope 

This Decree applies to the certification of the origin of electricity governed by the Act 
on certification and notification of the origin of electricity (No 1129/2003). 

Section 2 

Definitions 

For the purposes of this Decree: 

1) “renewable energy sources” shall mean wind, solar, geothermal, wave, tidal 
and hydroelectric energy, biomass, landfill gas, sewage-treatment gas and 
biogas; 

2) “biomass” shall mean the biodegradable component in waste, waste products 
and products derived from agricultural vegetable and animal matter, forestry 
and related industries, and the biodegradable component of industrial and 
municipal waste; 

3) “electricity produced from renewable resources” shall mean electricity 
produced by power plants using only renewable energy sources or that part of 
the electricity produced from renewable energy sources by power plants using 
both renewable and other energy sources, and electricity produced from 
renewable sources used to fill storage systems, excluding the electricity 
produced by storage systems; 

4) “own-use appliances” shall mean appliances and plant which a power plant 
needs to produce electricity and heat and to maintain production capacity and 
which are required to remove or reduce the environmental damage caused by 
the power plant; 

5) “multi-firing unit” shall mean a power plant capable of using two or more fuel 
sources at the same time or consecutively. 

Section 3 

Electricity covered by guarantee-of-origin system 
A guarantee of origin may be issued in respect of electricity which has been produced 
from renewable energy sources, excluding electricity consumed by the plant’s own-
use appliances for the production of electricity or combined heat and electricity. 



Section 4 

Supplementary provisions concerning the information contained in guarantees of 
origin 
The guarantee of origin must contain the following additional information: 

1) information on the power generated by the power plant from hydro-electric 
sources in megavolt amperes; 

2) where electricity has been produced by a cooperative power plant, a statement 
to that effect and information on the size of each partner’s shareholding. 

Section 5 

Certification of the method of production and energy sources used by a power plant 
The certificate issued by the assessment body is valid for five years. It may be 
extended for a further five years. 

A certificate issued within the framework of the European Renewable Energy 
Certificate System (RECS) shall be deemed equivalent to a certificate of the type 
referred to in the Act on certification and notification of the origin of electricity. If the 
certificate is issued for a period of more than five years, it shall be deemed valid, for 
the purposes of the guarantee-of-origin system, for five years from its date of issue. 

Section 6 

More detailed provisions concerning the information contained in a certificate 
The certificate or its annexes must contain the following information: 

1) the name of the power plant, its location and when it started operating; 

2) the address, telephone number and, if available, e-mail address of the power-
plant owner; 

3) capacity in megavolt amperes and estimated annual output; 

4) information on the methods of production and energy sources used; 

5) for multi-firing units, information on the method of calculating what 
proportion of output each fuel accounts for and the method of measuring fuel 
flow; 

6) electricity and steam charts that show how the plant is connected to the grid 
and what system is used for measuring the energy produced by the plant; 

7) information relating to the method of measuring the energy produced by the 
plant, from which it must be apparent where the measurements are taken and 
how measurement data are calculated, including data on electricity produced 
by the plant for own use, on what measures are taken to ensure that the 
measurements are reliable and on how they are reported; 



8) for cooperative power plants, information on the partners and on the method 
used to divide the plant’s electricity between them. 

Section 7 

Incorporating the power plant into the guarantee-of-origin system 
The procedure for issuing the guarantee of origin cannot start until the power-plant 
owner has applied to the guarantee-issuing authority to have the plant incorporated 
into the guarantee-of-origin system. The original certificate must be attached, with 
annexes, to the application. 

Section 8 

Notification of changes in circumstances occurring while the certificate is valid 
The power-plant owner shall inform the guarantee-issuing authority of any significant 
technical changes in the method of production, any significant changes in the energy 
sources used or, in the case of cooperative power stations, any changes relating to the 
partners occurring while the certificate is valid. 

Section 9 

Applying for a guarantee of origin 
The power-plant owner shall inform the guarantee-issuing authority what quantity of 
electricity the guarantee-of-origin application is for and when the electricity was 
produced. For this, he shall use the same electronic-message format as is used to 
provide information on measured electricity supplies under the electricity-trading 
settlement procedure. The guarantee-issuing authority may also approve other 
notification methods. 

If the guarantee being applied for is for electricity produced in a multi-firing unit, the 
power-plant owner shall provide the guarantee-issuing authority with information to 
show how much electricity is produced from renewable sources of energy, broken 
down by fuel. The information shall be provided in the manner required by the 
guarantee-issuing authority. 

Section 10 

More detailed provisions concerning the procedure for correcting decisions taken by 
the guarantee-issuing authority and the assessment body. 

Power-plant owners and part-owners may apply to have corrections made to decisions 
which are addressed to them or which directly affect their rights, obligations or 
interests. 

Applications for corrections must be made in writing. They must contain the 
following information: 

1) the decision which the applicant wishes to have corrected; 

2) which part of the decision the applicant wishes to have corrected and what 
changes he wishes to have made; 

3) the grounds on which the applicant is applying for a correction. 



The guidelines on applications for corrections shall state: 

1) which body deals with applications; 

2) the period in which applications may be made and when this period starts 

3) how to submit an application for a correction; 

4) what form applications for corrections should take and what information they 
should contain. 

Section 11 

Entry into force 
This Decree shall enter into force on 1 January 2004. 

Measures required for the implementation of this Act may be undertaken before the 
Act enters into force. 
 

Helsinki, 30 December 2003 

 


